INTRODUCTION
A MICROSCOPIC calculation of the phonon spectrum of a covalently bonded semiconductor involves a careful evaluation of the dielectric screening by the valence electrons. Recently, first principle calculations of the diagonal part of the dielectric function matrix E(Q,Q) have become available for many of the covalently bonded semiconductors, 1 based on pseudopotential calculations of the valence electron wavefunctions and energy levels. In addition, a facorization ansatz for E(Q,Q) has been developed 2 -4 to generate from E(Q,Q) an analytic expression for €-1 (Q,Q') and the method has been used to calculate the phonon spectra of silicon and germanium.
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We present here a combined calculation of c(Q,Q) for . a-Sn and its phonon spectrum using similar methods. In these calculations, we have neglected effects due 
where the summation is over cubes of volume (Llk) . T-he curve marked X, K corresponds to Q along rx . aod r.K, and the curve marked L to Q along fL.
THE PHONON SPECTRUM
: Jhe microscopic expression for the dynamical matrix may be written
where Mk is the mass of the ion at the basis site rk, Co-.(J(kk'!q) is the usual Coulomb coup_!ing coefficient between sublattices k ,k', and Eo-.fl (kk'iq) in the valence electron contribution, given by
where G,G' are reciprocal lattice vectors, W,(Q) is the . pseudopotential form factor of the kth ion, and the valence electron density response matrix is given by 1 .
where v(Q) is the Fourier transform of the effective electron-electron interaction (modified if necessary to include exchange and correlation corrections). x(Q,Q') measures the electron density response to an external (test-charge) perturbation.
Using the factorization approximation for E(Q,Q') discussed in references. (2-4) , Eo-..s(kk'lq) can be reduced to the form
where Eo-.(l(kk'lq) is obtained by replacing €-I (q + G, q + G') by {l/E 0 (q +G)} oGG' in equation (3) and then using equation (2). E 0 (Q) is the 'purely diagonal' part of E(Q,Q'). 2 -4 The matrices Wo-.fl(ks'lq) and So-.(J(ss'lq) have been defined in references (2-4). The sites s,s' are suitably chosen sites in the unit cell. As discussed in references (2-4),. the physical assumptions of the model correspond to representing the electron density response in terms of distributions of dipoles at these sites, together with a screening medium possessing a diagonal screening function E 0 (Q). The polarizabilities associated with the dipole distributions are represented by the set of parameters ao-.(J(ss'iq). The above model also yields explicit expressions for the high frequency dielectric constant Eoc, and the dynamical effective charge z:
which have been given elsewhere.
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In order to simplify the model for the purpose of a practical calculation, certain simplifying assumptions were made, identical to those in the previously reported respectively.
E 0 (Q) and a 1 were extracted iteratively from the function E(Q,Q) by applying the acoustic sum rule, which reduces in the case of a:-Sn to the condition z* = 0. As may be seen from Fig. 1 , E(Q,Q) is close to being an isotropic function of Q, and accordingly was approximated as such after suitable averaging. Both the function v(Q) and the RPA dielectric function calculated in Section 2 were modified to include exchange and correlation effects which were taken as those appropriate to a free electron gas of equivalent density, and of the form given by Singwi eta!. 15 The parameter r c was chosen so that the first node of W(Q) coincided with that of the empirical pseudopotential for a:-Sn given by Cohen and Heine,l 3 . although it was slightly modified to obtain the 'best fit' to the phonon spectrum. The radius r 0 in f(Q) was taken as an adjustable parameter. The curve shown corresponds to the bare ion pseudopotential screened by a free electron gas of equivalent density to that of the valence electrons in a:-Sn. T}le points represent best fits to the band structure data as given by Cohen and Heine (reference 13). from band-structure data. The V<tlue of Eoo calculated from the model is 16.6. The experimental value (extrapolated from measurements at 15.u incident wavelength) is 24.0. In this context, we may note that the best 11-parameter shell model fit to the data yielded a value for Eoo of 12.2.
The overall agreement with experiment is better in the case of a:-Sn than for the corresponding calculations for Si and Ge.
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We may note that a more accurate application of the formalism used here for covalent semiconductors would also necessarily include the bond-charge sites among the sites s, thus taking into account the tendency of the valence charge density to build up at these sites. In practice, a microscopic bond-charge model of this type would involve many more unknown functions and parameters and hence for simplicity we h'!ve chosen only spherically symmetric distributions (with form factorsf(Q) centered on the ionic sites~ Such an approximation is probably better for·a-Sn then the other group IV semiconductors in view of the more metallic nature of the bonding in a:-Sn. A more detailed calculation would involve a knowledge of at least some of the off-diagonal elements of e(Q,Q'). 
